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Celebrating International Volunteer Day
by Justin Lee
December 5 is United Nations
(UN) International Volunteer
Day. The UN General Assembly
officially mandated the day in
1985 to celebrate the contributions of both volunteers and
their organizations, as well
as to showcase their efforts in
their communities.
The focus of International
Volunteer Day is to thank volunteers worldwide and to
highlight their work during
the COVID-19 Pandemic with
the slogan “Together We Can
Through Volunteering.”
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The pandemic had an extensive impact on the various volunteering activities in Canada, with
many events and programs –
religious congregations, medical services, social programs,
athletic groups, and recreational activities – being cancelled,
postponed, or moved online.
Throughout the pandemic, Canadian volunteers and organizations have found unique ways to
help others in their communities,
such as providing emotional
support to others online, sewing
non-medical masks and delivering groceries for those who were
self-isolating. Additionally, they
have assisted in helping vul-

nerable groups in the community, including those in need of
shelter, providing services for
women and children escaping
domestic violence, reconnecting
with isolated seniors, and supporting medical professionals
during emergencies.
Defending children and
vulnerable groups online

Two local groups that will be
celebrating the contributions of
their volunteers on International
Volunteer Day are DEFEND and
the North Shore Community Resources. DEFEND, a Canadian
non-profit organization, was established in the midst of the pan-

demic with the mission to defend
children and other vulnerable
people in Canada and around the
world from predators and other
dangers on social media. Like DEFEND, the North Shore Community Resources, an organization
that provides an array of community services, depends on volunteers to help its programs.
When asked about the importance of volunteers for DEFEND,
Sandrine Kakieu Djossi, a committee member and a medical
doctor from British Columbia,
says that volunteers play an integral role in the organization.
“We are 100 per cent volunteer
run, and our volunteers are in

the organization because they
are passionate about advocating
for children,” she adds.
DEFEND is composed of three
teams of volunteers that each focus on three main areas – advocacy, education, and technology.
“Our advocacy team collaborates with lawmakers to bring
change to social media to make
it safe for all people, and so far,
this has led to significant results.
On the other hand, our educational team creates educational
materials like videos and workshops to increase awareness and
to help people with their choices
online,” says Djossi.

Virtual Humanity
creates meaningful
connections

Portraits from a Fire:
camera unearths
deeply hidden truths
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New relationship stressor: fidgeting
by Geoff Russ
If seeing someone fidget makes
you anxious, then you might
have misokinesia (hatred of
movements). Sumeet Jaswal
and Todd Handy, PhD want to
find out why one in three people
have such a profound reaction

Misokinesia is common
but largely unstudied

Jaswal says there are close
similarities between misokine-

first publication, co-authored
by Jaswal and Handy, suggested that one-third of people are
affected by misokinesia.
Sumeet has conducted an
extensive series of interviews
with people self-reporting to
be affected by misokinesia,
termed misokinesics. Over

feet, others will be triggered by
someone twirling their hair,”
says Jaswal.

4,000 people have been part
of the study thus far. One finding, which involves the interaction or manipulation of objects,
shows what can trigger misokinesia in people and extends
to both fidgeting as well as everyday behaviour.
“With self-reported misokinesics for a new study, when
asked about the visual movements that trigger them, the
answers seem to be either human fidgeting behavior like
foot tapping, hair twirling, and
object manipulation like pen
tapping,” says Jaswal.
Handy and Jaswal’s study
revealed fidgeting specifically
affects people who have misokinesia. Other repetitive physical movements like playing the
drums or typing does not affect misokinesics, but specific
parts of the body will trigger
the condition.
“Some people are triggered
by others fidgeting with their

that Jaswal and Handy want to
discover in the future.
“It seems that the onset of
misokinesia is in early adolescence,” says Jaswal. “That is
something we definitely would
like to know more about.”
Some of the importance in
studying misokinesia is derived
from how it impacts everyday

life. The social aspect of misokinesia is what Jaswal considers
to be its worst impact.
“Misokinesia seems to have a
serious social impact,” says Jaswal. “It influences the way individuals learn, work, and socialize.”
“To draw an analogy with
misophonia, some people can
have sensitivities to non-human based sounds in misophonia,” says Handy. “That
raises the possibility there are
people out there who could be
challenged just by some sort
of repetitive stimulus in their
visual environment that might
be distracting.”
The feedback from subjects
and those paying attention to
the study have pleased Jaswal.
“It has been very rewarding
listening to people reach out via

Social impact of misokinesia

The study has also shown that
older people are more greatly affected than others. How age can
affect misokinesics is something

Misokinesia seems to have a serious social impact. It
influences the way individuals learn, work, and socialize.

to small, repetitive movements.
They are leading an extended
University of British Columbia
(UBC) study on the topic to find
out why misokinesia occurs.
“I started thinking about these issues about eight or nine years ago
and got interested in misokinesia,” says Handy. “I was excited
with Sumeet. I finally got a graduate student who was interested
in pursuing this as part of their
research.”
Handy is a professor with the
Department of Psychology at UBC,
and director of the university’s
Attentional Neuroscience Lab.
Studying misokinesia is the latest
object of Handy’s research that
includes neuroimaging, cognitive
neuroscience, and mind wandering. Misokinesia is a condition
when anxiety is triggered within
individuals when they see people
around them fidget.
Jaswal, a fourth year PhD
student at UBC, specializing in

sia and misophonia, the latter
being when anxiety is triggered by specific noises rather
than specific physical actions.
Affected by misophonia herself, Jaswal’s interest in studying misokinesia partially resulted from noticing those
similarities.
“There’s certainly a lot of cooccurrence,” says Handy. “A lot
of people who have misophonia
also have misokinesia, which
suggests there might be sort of
a common underlying thing going on there.”
Handy notes people can also
suffer from misophonia without being affected by misokinesia as well. He says this is one
of the biggest questions going
forward in the study.
Misokinesia is a condition
relatively unknown to the
population at-large. As of 2021,
misokinesia even lacks a Wikipedia article. It is nonetheless a
common condition. The study’s
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Sumeet Jaswal, fourth year PhD student at UBC
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“

cognitive psychology, is leading
the study of misokinesia at UBC
with the supervision and cooperation of Handy.

Todd C. Handy, director of UBC’s
Attentional Neuroscience Lab.

Sumeet M. Jaswal, researcher at
UBC’s Attentional Neuroscience Lab.

email or our website,” says Jaswal.
“They tell us they feel validated by
our study and say, ‘It’s so nice to
see that I am not alone.’”

For more information please visit
www.misokinesia.ca
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Issues and Ideas

More than 200 influential Canadians
call on the federal government to fast
track the Canada Disability Benefit
hat do former Health Minister, Allan Rock; Senator Mohamed-Iqbal Ravalia;
former Lieutenant Governor of
Ontario, David Onley; professional dancer, Luca Patuelli;
‘Mincome’ economist Evelyn
Forget; best-selling author,
Tara Ross; the CEO of Community Foundations of Canada,
Andrew Chunilall; singersongwriter, Christa Couture;
disability activists, Ali Mohammed and Meenu Sikand; several order of Canada recipients,
noted physicians and academics – along with most major
disability organizations from
across the country – all have
in common?
They are among the more
than 200 political personalities,
academics, artists, non-profit
and business leaders that have
signed an open letter asking
the federal government to fast
track the Canada Disability
Benefit – and to do so with the
active and genuine involvement
of disabled people every step of
the way.
People with disabilities make
up 41 per cent of our population
living in poverty.
The Canada Disability Benefit
was first introduced by the federal government in the Speech
from the Throne a year ago and
is the direct result of years of
advocacy from the disability
community. Legislation tabled
before Parliament recessed
last summer promised a first:
a federally funded income support for persons with disabilities – that would not replace
provincial programs and other
supports but complement it –
so that they are no longer consigned to a life lived in poverty.
Economists predict that poverty in Canada would be reduced by as much as 40 per cent
overall by eliminating disability poverty. It’s an historic opportunity – something no government in the world has ever
committed to.
It’s time now to make the
Canada Disability Benefit a
reality.
The good news is that Canadians across the political
spectrum support the idea. In
a recent Angus Reid survey, 89
percent of Canadians say it’s
time to end poverty for people
with disabilities. And in the recent federal election, all of the
major political parties included
the needs of persons with disabilities in their platforms.
There is a new awakening,
a new dawn in our consciousness with Canadians calling for
a recalculating of fairness and
justice – and working toward a
better future for all, including
for people living with disabilities experiencing poverty.
There is no need to study the
problem for years first as the
federal government has indicated they might do in the last
Parliament; we have oodles of
data, we have public support,
and political will across party
lines – now we need action.
As our governments prepare
for economic recovery postpandemic, the sad reality is that
people with disabilities may be
left even further behind. COVID-19 was especially hard on
people with disabilities.

Currently, a disproportionate number of people with
disabilities in Canada are depending on food banks and
finding themselves homeless.
They are finding themselves
without adequate daily living
supports. Provincial disability benefits are failing them,
falling well below the poverty
line. Too many people with disabilities are considering dying
from despair.
Canada is a prosperous nation – among the richest in the
world. But in the heart of business affluence in this country, not too far away from Bay
Street, there are people with
disabilities like Ryan begging
money to buy food. There is
Mariam living in an inaccessible apartment as her disability
progresses toward needing a
wheelchair full-time. And there
is Precious, whose mental
health is deteriorating because
she has no job to go back to as a
result of the pandemic.
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The Canada Disability Benefit needs
fast-tracking says group.

People with disabilities,
their families, friends and fellow Canadians want Canada’s
44th parliament to make history and leave a cross-partisan
legacy. We expect all-party
support for fast action on the
Canada Disability Benefit – to
make Canada the first country
in the world to provide a livable
income supplement for people
with disabilities.
People with disabilities are
ready to work together with
the federal government to fasttrack consultation, provide the
research and move quickly to
implement the Canada Disability Benefit.
Let’s work together and
make this happen.

The open letter was coordinated
by Disability Without Poverty,
March of Dimes Canada, the
Multiple Sclerosis Society of
Canada, Race & Disability Canada
and can be found at: www.
disabilitywithoutpoverty.ca

Art Eggleton is a former
Senator, MP, Cabinet Minister,
and a former Mayor of Toronto.
He is a long-time advocate to
alleviate poverty in Canada.
Rabia Khedr is a National
Director for Disability Without
Poverty and a former Ontario
Human Rights Commissioner.
She is currently a member of the
Minister’s Disability Advisory
Group appointed by Minister
Carla Qualtrough.
Source : QUOI Media Group
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Indigenizing The Museum of Vancouver
by Xi Chen
The Museum of Vancouver
(MOV) is one of the country’s
largest and oldest civic history museums, with a long
history dating back to the late
nineteenth century.

Photo courtesy of UBC

Today if one visits the museum,
the very first thing one would
encounter is a strong Indigenous
presence according to University of British Columbia (UBC)
anthropology professor Bruce
Granville Miller who is also a
museum board member and
chairs the collections committee. From the large Squamish
culture map to the ancestral canoe, MOV has taken on an institutionalized Indigenous identity.
“Back in 1904, some of the collections were just Vancouver
people going somewhere and
bringing something back. That
kind of collecting is not what

Bruce Granville Miller is a professor
of anthropology at the University
of British Columbia.

we wish to do now,” says Miller.
One of the major themes for the
museum is diversity and we have
a special interest in collecting
Indigenous items.
The change didn’t happen
overnight but took over a decade. It all started with building
better relationships with the
Indigenous communities from
MOV’s repatriation program and
developed into getting Indigenous people onto the board. It is
still a work in progress with the
MOV continuing to expand its
collections and programs with
Indigenous themes.
Repatriation of
Indigenous belongings

As the chair of the collections
committee since 2002, Miller has
been instrumental in creating
and institutionalizing the museum’s repatriation program of
returning items of a ritual and
spiritual significance back to the
Indigenous communities.
“One of the reasons that I
wanted to create the program
was because there used to be a
boulder in the atrium at the museum that I felt was out of place
and should be returned to the
community of origin, so one of
the very early repatriations was
about that,” he says.
The stone sculpture belongs
to the shíshálh Nation which had
made a repatriation request dating back to 1976 but with no success. Under the new program,
the sculpture finally made its
journey back home in 2010.

“The board policy now is to
repatriate all those items that
have ritual or civil importance
to the community, or we think
that might be obtained under coercive or illegal methods,” Miller
explains, “100 years ago, some

“

quatch mask to the Sts’ailes Nation according to Miller.
“It was one of the most dramatic events that I have experienced. We were at their longhouse, there were 600 people,”
he says. “That mask has a spiri-

“We have done a number of
projects now with first nations,” says Miller. “They sometimes hold events in the museum; we have had successful
exhibitions. Haida now a few
years ago was one of the best

We institute and follow Indigenous protocol
for handling, and we put [ancestor remains]
in a special place on their own.
Bruce Granville Miller, chair of collections committee, Museam of Vancouver

items were purchased from local Indigenous people. It was in
a time when some cultural practices were deemed illegal by the
government; there was a ban of
ceremonial life.”
He adds that the museum is
also reorganizing parts of the Indigenous collection such as ancestor remains, based on the advice of the cultural expert from
the community.
“We institute and follow Indigenous protocol for handling, and
we put them in a special place on
their own,” Miller explains.
The museum has amplified
its practice to get Indigenous
people in for a visit and they can
make a request to repatriate
something.
One significant repatriation
that took place based on such a
request was the return of a Sas-

tual prerogative, so there is also
a dance associated with it. They
danced back into the longhouse,
the excitement of those people
having the mask back was huge.”
Building permanent
relationships

Miller adds that the larger theme
of the repatriation program is
about relationships with the
communities.
“When we repatriate, we are
saying we would like to engage
with you. How should we do it?”
he asks.
In 2016, MOV welcomed its
first board member of Indigenous background after engaging
with the communities for years.
The museum now has representatives from all the three local
first nations – Musqueam, Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh.

anywhere. It was co-curated by
one of our people and a young
Haida museum curator. We also
had the city before the city exhibition that won an award.
There was a period recently
that I thought the museum was
the world leader of exhibiting
and working with Indigenous
communities.”
With one of the major focuses
of the museum being the diversity of the region, MOV is also
focusing on collecting artworks
from contemporary first nation
artists both for display and for
permanent collections.
“We don’t just want to reflect
the diversity of the city, we want
to be one of the leaders in the
conversation,” says Miller.
For more information please visit:
www.museumofvancouver.ca
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Need the skills to find
a job? We can help!

Past and current E.I. recipients are always welcome.
Knowledgeable case managers are available to guide you
through the process of reaching your career goals.
PICS Vancouver also offers one-on-one employment
assistance, paid on-the-job work experience through our
Wage Subsidy program, and a one-stop Career Centre
with a broad range of job hunting resources. Funding
for all programs is provided by the Ministry of Social
Development, Employment and Labour Market Services
Division.
Please call 604-324-7733,
go to www.pics.bc.ca, or
visit us at 200-8161 Main St.,
Vancouver, to find out how
we can best help you.

Virtual Humanity:
an Indigiqueer online experience
by Raman Kang
During this pandemic, people
have had to stick to their own
little bubbles, but deep-rooted issues of colonization may
have been causing people to
do this for much longer than
they realize. With their online
event, Virtual Humanity, which
focuses on the Two Spirit & Indigiqueer experience, Zee Zee
Theatre Company is aiming
for people to venture outside
their circles.
The event invites participants to
break down their ideas of difference in a 20-minute discussion
with a ‘Virtual Human.’ Virtual
Humanity will take place Nov. 27,

28 and Dec. 4, 2021. Tickets are
available on their website.
Sharing stories

“I think having moments and opportunities like this is where you
get to really understand someone on a more vulnerable and
intimate level,” says Alysha Collie, one of the curators of Virtual
Humanity.
An Afro-Indigenous artist,
educational storyteller and filmmaker, Collie’s grandmother is
African and her grandfather is
Indigenous from the The’wá:lí
(Soowahlie) First Nation.
Collie started out wanting to
become a dentist. As she was
pursuing her degree, she was
also working with 3 Crows Production where she, her partner
Dallas Yellowfly and two elders/
survivors created presentations
for schools about their Indigenous experience.
“When we would share stories
of how residential schools have
impacted the team’s lives, I saw
a lot of youth that felt exactly
the same way I did in school,”
she says.
Collie shares that the kids either felt ashamed of being Indigenous because they felt like they
had to conform to this White
assimilated standard or they
had no idea how to connect to
their roots.
Wanting to share stories about
her life that youth could relate
with and feel supported to share
their own stories became very
important to Collie.
“I realized that my story of
how I came to have a stereotyped White-washed and appropriated Indigenous identity
as a youth was due to the lack
of resources and understanding
in the B.C. education system,”
she says.
Reclaiming her journey

“Although youth today aren’t going to residential schools, they
might still feel the intergenerational impact of residential
schools from their family members,” Collie explains..
The amount of cultural loss
she and her family have suffered
hit her when she was at a vigil for
the children found in unmarked
graves and people started singing a Coast Salish song, but she
didn’t know the lyrics.
“What I realized in that moment was that I had been denied
an ancestral birthright; I should
have known these songs, they
should have been passed down
in my family, but I didn’t and
that’s because what residential

schools intended to do worked
on my family,” she says.
Going on her own reconnection journey for herself and family is what inspired her to go into
the art realm.
Real, raw, authentic

“I think everyone is going to take
something different away from
this and all the storytellers have
diverse stories; there are burlesque dancers, beadwork artists and some other really amazing folks,” says Collie.
Zee Zee Theatre Company
reached out to her after seeing
the work 3 Crows Production
was putting out, including a promotional video called Orange
Shirt Day is Everyday, and asked
if they wanted to be a part of
Virtual Humanity, a pivot from
their previous project, Human
Library.
As a curator for the event,
Collie made sure to have representation including Afro-Indigenous, Black and Indigenous folks
in the Two-Spirit and LGBTQ2SI+
community.

Photo by 3 Cows Production

Our Group Job Search Workshops are a flexible, 5 module
rotating program, running weekly, with 16 sessions each
month. This includes basic computer orientation, with
instruction on using Word and Excel, and accessing the
Internet. Workshops are held within a culturally diverse
environment, led by qualified facilitators.
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Design a fantastic resume and cover letter, fine tune your
interview techniques, learn valuable skills to succeed in
the Canadian workplace, gain insight into the job market,
access special services for skilled works – all at NO COST.
The Progressive Intercultural Community Services (PICS)
Society, Vancouver Branch, has been helping immigrants
and newcomers to Canada for over 14 years!

Alysha Collie, one of the curators
for Virtual Humanity.

“These voices have historically been severely underrepresented, especially in public
spaces. Giving our storytellers
a platform to speak out in the
community and to pay them adequately for their time and their
stories is really important to
me,” she says.
Virtual Humanity is an accessible event, with different pay
scales and online, so people can
watch from the comfort of their
home, especially if they have any
sensory issues, Collie adds.
“You get to hear stories, but
then you also get to have a bit of
interaction with the storytellers,” she says. “You can ask them
questions, they can ask you questions, you can have a really honest vulnerable conversation and I
think that’s really beautiful.”
For more information, please visit
www.zeezeetheatre.ca
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Recipe by Selma Van Halder

Dublin Coddle
A Coddle is basically a leftover
stew. Traditionally eaten in Ireland on Thursdays, to finish
any meat left in the house, it is
a hearty potato based dish best
made in a Dutch oven, or any
other heavy lidded pot. This
version contains all the basics:
potatoes, onion, sausage and bacon. While it sounds like a very
cheap dish with little flavour, this
dish lends itself really well for a
little investment on your basics.
Visit your local butcher for good
in-house made pork sausages
(like Cumberland sausages) with
some beautiful herbs and spices,
good bacon, and butcher made
beef broth. The investment will
show in the flavour of the end result. Since this was traditionally
a dish that contained everything
but the kitchen sink, feel free to
change it up. Serve this warm
wintery dish with a fresh tossed
salad and a zingy vinaigrette.
Ingredients

• 200 g bacon
• 3 large potatoes
• 1 large onion
• 3 large fresh sausages
• 2 cups good quality
beef stock
• 2/3 cup Guinness
• fresh or dried parsley
Method

Enjoy!

Photo by Selma Van Halder

1. In a bit of butter and olive oil,
brown your sausages on all

sides on the stove, in a heavy
lidded, oven proof pot. Slice
the bacon into smaller pieces and render until lightly
browned.
2. Meanwhile, peel your potatoes and cut into thick slices.
Peel and slice one onion into
thin strips.
3. Take the sausages out of the
pan and cut into thick slices.
Drain most of the fat out of
the pan, into a glass container. Keep by the side of
your stove to cook with, on
another day.
4. Layer potatoes, bacon, sausages and onion in the pot.
Add the beef stock, parsley
and Guinness. Crack some
fresh pepper over the dish
and cover with a lid. There
is no need to add salt to this
dish, both the bacon and the
sausages will provide enough
flavour.
5. Cook in a 300 degree oven
for 2 to 3 hours. Check every
hour to see if there is still liquid in the pot. If you need to,
add a bit of beef stock. Test if
the potatoes are cooked by
pricking them with a fork.
You want them to be soft, but
not falling apart.
6. Serve hot, with a side salad
and some Irish soda bread to
mop up the juices.

Place your ad
in The Source
newspaper or
on our website
(604) 682-5545 or info@thelasource.com
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Portraits from a Fire – A new classic
by Isha Ohri

Through this journey, one
sees the loneliness that Tyler faces due to having an unstable household as his father
is distant and his mother is
deceased. This loneliness fuels Tyler to seek comfort with
his camera, and, through this
process, the impact of intergenerational trauma is seen.
The characters’ presence, realness and vulnerability, caught
through this youthful lens,
enable viewers to relate to
them all.
Portraits from a Fire has been
on demand since Nov. 9 on all
major platforms. The film is directed by Trevor Mack and features William Lulua as Tyler.
Universality and recognition

Mack reflects on the lessons
he learnt through filming Portraits from a Fire, which he simply states are “stamina, gratitude, preparation.” The fruits
of these lessons are visible as
the film has been recognized
by the Edmonton International
Film Festival and the Vancouver International Film Festival.
What excites Mack even
more is that the film is being played in Indigenous
communities.
“Laughter is the medicine
that has got us through colo-

Photos courtesy of Trevor Mack

Portraits from a Fire is a film
focussed on a young boy, Tyler, who uses the power of
cinema to unravel the secrets of his reserve.

Portraits from a Fire reveals the impact of intergenerational trauma.

nialism and attempted genocide by the church and the federal government,” Mack says.
The widespread support
from many different communities is due to what Mack describes as the “universal story
with endearing characters.”
There is no hint or mention
of residential schools or any
semblance of shaming others.
Thus, this story can be applied
to families around the world.
The universality of the film is
complemented by the technical
attention which Mack credited
the team for.
Trauma and Truth

Intergenerational
trauma,
says Mack, is the root of Tyler’s decision making process.
Preconceived notions in his
reserve have shaped his mindset accordingly. Because of his

youth and lack of maturity, he
does not have the proper tools
or knowledge to navigate the
reality. Throughout the film,
Tyler’s reality is shattered and
“rebuilt again with the Truth”
as Mack says.
The Truth is a touchy subject
for many people and Mack says
that “we are all on our own
paths of seeing the Truth. Some
take more drastic steps in order to seek it than others.”
The main message of this
film is related to the Truth.
“In order to see the Truth,
we must spiritually die and
become reborn. Our entire
preconceived notions of reality and our personality must
be shattered in order to learn
the Truth. And our ancestors
are here to help us on this journey. This is why when we have
medicine ceremony, we call on

the support of our ancestors;
because they know. And they
want to help,” he says.
The magic of filming

For Mack, it was a dream to film
his debut feature film in the
community he calls home. At
the Tl’etinqox Reserve, there is
an appreciation for imagination
and storytelling.
“It was a beautiful, beautiful learning experience that is
now shared with so many of
our people. I believe the film
was an example of what can be
created when we all come together among a singular vision
and what delayed gratification
and investment can become,”
he says.
The biggest factor of the delayed gratification was the pandemic. It spiked fear throughout the community due to the
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“Volunteer” from page 1
services to both seniors and
their families,” says Elaine Smith,
“In addition, the technology
coordinator for Volunteer North
team is building a new social
Shore and Seniors One Stop. “We
media platform that allows for
also have the North Shore Carehealthier social media interacgiver Support program to assist
tions for children and other vulindividuals who care for others,
nerable groups, and which incorand we run the North Shore Betporates all the features that we
ter at Home program, which proare advocating for, like age verivides seniors with services to
fication and content that is suithelp seniors at home.”
able for children.”
According to Sue Carabetta,
Djossi believes that volunthe Seniors and community
teering with the organization
engagement manager, many
can be an enriching experience.
new volunteers joined their di“As volunteers, the kinds of
verse volunteer base during
risks online that we learn about
the pandemic.
are eye-opening; however, the
“We now have over 200 volunprojects that we are organizteers,
many of whom came on
ing to mitigate these issues can
Volunteers play crucial roles all over the world.
during the pandemic,” she says.
be very rewarding experiences,”
she explains.
tional Volunteer Day, and we its community thrive and to “We had many volunteers even
As part of International Volun- are looking to start volunteer- foster social connections. In ad- before the pandemic, and they
teer Day, DEFEND will be start- of-the-month
celebrations,” dition, it operates several impor- come from diverse age groups,
ing a new volunteer recognition says Djossi.
tant programs for seniors in the including many who are seniors.
program.
North Shore area to help ensure This is good for helping build integration among our volunteers
“We have discussed the cre- Seniors are being looked after their well-being.
ation of a recognition program The North Shore Community Re“We operate the North Shore within our different programs.”
The vast group of volunteers
that we are implementing sources offers a wide variety of Seniors One Stop, which prosoon to coincide with Interna- programs and services to help vides information and referral assist in several important

constant red alerts and death
counts. The media did not ease
anyone’s fear either during the
filming process. But, the reality is that Mack was glad “we all
didn’t die.”
“Life actually gets better the
more you age. Don’t be afraid
to mess up because you will
learn from those mistakes and
become a better person. Take
psychedelic medicines to expand your consciousness and
see the truth of our reality and
de-condition yourself from the
western colonial matrix of oppression that has been going on
for more than 2,000 years. You
are not separate from the world
and nature,” says Mack.

For more information
please visit:
www.trevormack.ca/
portraits-from-a-fire

roles to help support the programs for seniors.
“Our volunteers help with numerous tasks, such as grocery
shopping, dropping off seniors
at seniors centres or medical
clinics, having friendly check in
calls, light yard work and house
repair duties,” says Carabetta.
When asked about whether
they have anything planned for
International Volunteer Day, she
indicates that they have several
things arranged.
“We are excited about what
our volunteers do, and we will
be recognizing them with a
gift that includes a card and
another token of appreciation.
We will also be posting on our
social media in celebration of
International Volunteers Day,”
Carabetta says.

To learn more about
DEFEND and the North Shore
Community Resources, visit
www.helpusdefend.com and
www.nscr.ca.
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a richly embroidered constellation, tangled with light, myth and
movement. For more information
on this performance, check out
the Dance House website.

Contributing Editor

Hopefully you’ve gotten your holiday shopping in early – with the
global supply chain crisis, there
might not be any good gifts available closer to the holidays! Once
you’re done with your holiday
shopping, why not check out some
of the events below? Remember
to socially distance and dress
warmly for the colder weather!

***

Kamal Al-Solaylee: Why We
Return to Our Homelands
Dec. 1, 7–8 p.m.
https://vpl.bibliocommons.com/
events/618c61685b14c93600abda65

Where do you want to be buried?
For many immigrants and refugees, this is a profound question
about identity and the meaning
of home. Come hear Director of
the School of Journalism, Writing and Media at the University of
British Columbia Kamal Al-Solaylee discuss his new book, Return,
where he wrestles with his own
feelings of belonging, while meeting people around the world who
chose to return to their homelands. Check out the Vancouver
Public Library’s website for more
information on this talk.

***

Why not check out this performance at the Stanley Industrial Alliance Stage this holiday season?
Set during the 1930s in the Smoky
Mountains of East Tennessee,
this heartwarming musical reimagines Ebenezer Scrooge as the
owner of a mining company town,
where his callous greed blinds
him to the joys of the season. As
a Christmas Eve snowstorm approaches, Scrooge is visited by his
deceased business partner and
three ghosts who compel him to
see life and love anew. Dickens’s
classic characters and Parton’s
one-of-a-kind songwriting expertise make this the holiday event to
share with friends and family. Visit the Arts Club website for tickets
and showtimes.

***

Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel:
The Exhibition
Nov. 19–Dec. 23
www.sistinechapelexhibit.com/
vancouver

This unique exhibition being held
at the Vancouver Convention Centre invites you to step into the universe of the greatest masterpieces
of Michelangelo, seen from a totally new perspective. Visitors can
experience the 34 frescoes adorning the Sistine Chapel ceiling in
Vatican City. The exhibition grants
an intimate encounter with such
reproductions as The Creation of
Adam and the Last Judgement, offering at close range a new way
of seeing every detail, colour and
brushstroke of Michelangelo’s
iconic and timeless masterwork.
For more information, check out
the exhibition’s website.

***

Canyon Lights
Nov. 20, 2021–Jan. 23, 2022
www.capbridge.com/explore/
canyon-lights

Canyon Lights returns to Capilano
Suspension Bridge Park this holiday season. New this season: the
world-famous bridge will be lit,
end to end, with a multi-colour
changing display, adding to the
magic of crossing the canyon
above the illuminated Capilano
River. Journey into the rainforest
and walk high above the forest
floor between the eight tallest
Christmas trees in the world on
Treetops Adventure. The mesmerizing “Arc de Lumina” light tunnel
will once again wrap its way along
a portion of Cliffwalk. Enjoy live
festive tunes and explore the Park
in search of lit snowy owls in the
popular Snowy Owl Prowl scavenger hunt to win a grand prize
Canadian Rockies trip.

***

Steven Shearer
Nov. 20, 2021–Feb 13, 2022
www.thepolygon.ca

Photo courtesy of Steven Shearer

Dolly Parton’s Smoky
Mountain Christmas Carol
Nov. 18, 2021–Jan. 2, 2022
www.artsclub.com

***

VSO: Traditional Christmas
Dec. 1–19
www.vancouversymphony.ca
Steven Shearer, Self Plaster Catdrum (detail), 2011

The Polygon Gallery is currently
hosting a solo exhibition profiling
Vancouver artist Steven Shearer,
featuring an extensive survey of
the artist’s work produced over
the past two decades. The exhibition will focus on the importance
of Shearer’s monumental archive
of photographic and print material, collected over the past 25
years, and showcase how this pictorial reservoir continues to act as
source material for works across a
variety of media, including sculpture, prints, drawings and painting.

***

Speed and Splendour:
By Sea to Asia
Nov. 23, 2021– Feb. 27, 2022
www.vanmaritime.com

Speed and Splendour, on view at
the Vancouver Maritime Museum, explores how travel posters
in the early 20th century affected western perceptions of Asia.
Steamship travel from Vancouver
to major ports in Asia increased
in the early 20th century. This
coincided with changes in ship
design and propulsion technology. Ships like the Empress liners
of the Canadian Pacific Railway
(CPR) became grander. They also
offered more onboard amenities than vessels of the late 19th
century. As ships became more
luxurious, the marketing of voyages and destinations changed.
Posters promoting travel to Asia
became common after the First
World War and the depression
years. For more information,
check out the museum’s website.

***

Trace
Nov. 24–27
www.dancehouse.ca

Through highly kinetic contemporary dance, Trace maps Anishinaabe sky and star stories into
being on the stage, offering a rare
glimpse into our origin as well
as our future evolution. Under
the direction of Sandra Laronde,
choreographed by Jera Wolfe
and accompanied by composer
Eliot Britton’s remarkable score,
the Red Sky performers create

The annual tradition returns this
Christmas with host Christopher

Gaze. Performances take place
around the Lower Mainland the
first week of December and at The
Orpheum Theatre on Dec. 18 and
19. Celebrate the season with your
favourite Christmas carols such as
Angels We Have Heard on High,
Sleigh Ride, Auld Lang Syne, River,
and more! Check out the VSO’s
website for a complete list of performances and more information.

***

Orfeo Ed Euridice
Dec. 4–5
www.vancouveropera.ca

This exquisite opera, hosted by
Vancouver Opera, follows the ancient Greek myth of Orfeo, a divinely gifted musician and poet,
who moves the deities of the Underworld with the beauty of his
music and poetry to lead his love
Euridice back to the world of the
living. This timeless story of love
is directed and choreographed
by Idan Cohen as a celebration of
opera and contemporary dance.
Maestro Leslie Dala will conduct
the Vancouver Opera Orchestra
and Chorus. This production is a
Vancouver Opera premiere and
marks the first collaboration with
Ne. Sans Opera and Dance, and
The Dance Centre. Sung in Italian
with English Surtitles.

